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A(;ENIJA ITEM 128t REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION ON "'HE WORK OF 
ITS FORTY-THIRD SESSION (a-) (A/46/10 and A/46/405) 

I, ME., .-v.I.&&ArjmW (Guatemala) said that the general rule of a State’8 
immunity of juriodiction with respect to the courts of other States had been 
Ulldargoing changes not only because of economic, financial and trade factors 
t)Ut-. also for ideological rea6on6. Market forces rclquired both freedom and 
oqunlity between the public and private sectors. But, privatisation, which 
WI\:; n positive plrenomenon in iteelf, did not mean that States stood on an 
uclunl footing with private interests. 

2. The effect of such factors wa6 to reduce the scope of immunity and extend 
t.ht? jurisdiction of the State with respect to other States and their 
(In\Xities, A traditional rule advocated by his country, as witnessed by its 
r;Upport for the Calvo clause and the Drago clause6, was thus being inverted 
FINI therefore hi6 delegation viewed the development with some apprehension, 
‘l’ho developed countries were imposing their jurisdiction on the privileges of 
hmunity in a trend which had taken on renewed vigour, first in the highly 
Clevsluped States, beginning with the European Economic Community, and then in 
R number of developing countries. The principle of reduced State immunity wa6 
thu6 gaining ground among the countries concerned with encouraging world 
trade. 

7. It was necessary to determine the forum in which the report of the 
1nt;ornat;ional Law Commission on the topic should be di6CUSSed. Although some 
delognt.ions were proposing that it should be examined by a working group, the 
hln Icgnt.lono of the developing countries, who viewed such a process with 
mir;giving, brlieved it necessary to initiate a negotiation in which their 
view6 could be heard, and that, could only be achieved by means of a diplomatic 
c!onlcrenc!e, the convening of which his delegation eupported, 

4. The Commission identified exceptions to the general rule which warranted 
!!lIJlsidoKBt;~Ollr However, doubts had ernerged about article 10, which referred 
wit:h respect-. to commercial transections to the applicable rule6 of private 
i.Jlt.HI.JlHt: i.OIlr3l 1irW. Such rUle6 might invoke the l.ax.-l~~k~&q-&&g& or the 
lox loci. oxs.s.uti.anial nnd if thoao lnws astnblishnd without doubt the 
innclmissibility of State immunity, the defendant State was necessarily subject 
t.0 the! court.. 

5. S1:nt.es rind St.17t.e snt.it.ie6 or ent.erprises could chose the applicable law 
in t-he contract and thus choobre tha court to which they were subject a6 well. 
It. wn:; 011 imporC.nnt. issue, for comme -c.ial conLract.6 incluclocl intorneti.onal 
.lo;las t.)y privat;c b,ank6, and the experience of many developing countries in 
I.t!rlf!f,Iot. i i\t i r1C.J srlclh loi4n:; clpmonst r-i+t ~(1 t.hat. i+ c!nl~t-.r nc!t.uaI r!ho ic!e of court. 
wo;\kr,nr!d t.hn dnhtors ’ posi tjon .in some! case!:, whereat; in others it, revived the 
SOIlI. f’f?S I) I ir~t:ernat.ionaL f.inanc:itrg. 
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6. None of those issues could be negotiated in a working group in the same 
way Js at an international conference. In its report the Commission explained 
in depth and with a wealth of detail the reaRon for its proposals, but its 
arguments had to be viewed against the demands of economic reality. States 
dealt basically with private enterpriees in highly developed countries whiah 
did not require any concession6 from small countries. That was a further 
reason why Quatemala supported the convening of an international conference. 

7, Mr, Mm (Ilrlamic Republic of Iran) emphasised the practical importance 
of the draft article6 on jurisdictional immunities of States and their 
property and the need for the international community t?, have a set of rules 
accepted by all States. It was impossible to cling to the old rule of the 
absolute immunity of States when they were playing an increasing role in 
international trade. That would impede the development of international 
trade, and his delegation therefore supported the genrral trend of limiting 
the immunity of States from the jurisdiction of the courts of other States 
with respect to commercial transactions. On the other hand, Immunity with 
respect to acts performed in exercise of the prerogatives of State authority 
should remain untouched, State immunity would then be the general rule and a 
principle of international law, while the limitations on the rule would 
constitute exception6. Such exceptions should be based on the practice of 
States, which had different political, socio-economic and legal systems and 
were al; different etages of economic development. 

8. Commenting more specifically on the draft articles which limited the 
jurisidictional immunity of States, he said that his delegation fully 
supported the idea put forward in the commentary to article 5 that “any 
immunity or exception to immunity accorded under the present articles would 
have no effect on general international law and would not prejudice the future 
development of State practice”. 

9. With respect to part II of the draft articles, concerning proceedings in 
which State immunity couid not be invoked, his delegation supported in general 
terms the distinctions made by the Commission between activities to which 
State immunity applied and activitAes to which it. did not; t.he most important 
distinction was the one between ~~iura_i~~&!~ti.~ and ~YLQ.~~~. 
Commercial transactions belonged in the second category, but unfortunately 
draft article 10 proposed no plausible criterion for determining what was 
meant by commercial transactions. It was not much help simply to refer to the 
applicable rules of private international law, for they lacked precision and 
uniformity. His delegation agreed to the proposal to invoke in that respect a 
rule baned on the jurisdictional link between the commercial contract and the 
forum State. 

10. The exception to State immunity contained in draft article 11, concerning 
contract6 of employment, was unjustified. Nai ther t.hc! number nor the 
importance of the disputes which mi.ght arise between local employees and 
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diplomatic and consular missions justified an exception to the immunity which 
diplomatic law accorded to the accrediting State. 

11. Draft article 12 gave rise to similar difficulties. Protection of 
victims could be effectively provided by requiring diplomatic missions or 
Poreign representations to take out insurance or by encouraging them to 
resolve the dispute amicably. The right of recourse to the courts was not 
necessarily the only means of protectiny the rights of individuals, 

12. With regard to draft article 14, his delegation had doubts about the need 
to include a provision on intellectual and industrial property, for two 
reasons. Firstly, because the obligations of States in that area were already 
dealt with in some respects by th Universal Copyright Convention revised in 
Paris in 1971. Secondly, because the scope of the draft article was extremely 
broad and sought to cover the whole range of types of intellectual and 
industrial property. 

13. His delegation welcomed the Commission’s decision to recommend that the 
General Assembly should convene an international conference of 
plenipotentiaries to examine the draft articles on immunities and conclude a 
convention on the topic. The settlement of disputes could be dealt with in an 
optional protocol. The importance of the question justified a proposal by the 
Committee to the general Assembly for the establishment of a committee of 
legal experts nominated by States for the purpose of drafting a set of 
articles on the topic for submission to the conference of plenipotentiaries. 

14. MrWl...$Jwm (United States of America) said that until the middle of 
the present century State practice had, in general, recognised the virtually 
absolute jurisdictional immunity of States and their property, but a 
distinction had subsequently begun to be made between the sovereign capacity 
of a State and its capacity as another entity competing in the marketplace for 
goods and services, restricting immunity in the latter case but not in the 
former. Although in certain respects the draft articles were in full accord 
with contemporary thinking on the question, in other respects they continued 
to respect the theory of absolute immunity. It had been argued that such 
resistance to change represented an effort to provide safeguards for countries 
seeking to promote economic development and, in that context, the comments of 
the representative of Poland urging the restrictive approach as the one most 
conducive to economic development were particularly discerning and 
constructive. 

15. He was gratified that the inapplicability of immunity for “commercial 
c~orltfACt,s” had been broadened to include all “commercial transactions”, as 
that definition was more consistent with modern international business 
practice. There were, however, several aspects of the treatment of the issue 
which I-aieed concernfi. Of prime concern was t.hat, in stipulating t.hat the 
nature of the activity was determinative in analysing whether a particular 
0ctivit.y was commercial, the draft articles had up t.o a point Adopted the 
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distinction implicit in contemporary practice so that immunity would not apply 
even if the State had entered into the commercial activity in support of a 
governmental purpose. Otherwise, it could be argued that there was no 
commercial activity for which a State was not immune, However, the draft 
articles provided a contradictory test requiring that the purpose of the 
activity be taken into account if the purpose of the activity was in some way 
relevant to determining the character of the traneactiw That test was 
inconsistent with the nature-purpose distinction and would deprive parties of 
the ability to seek legal redress against a State which had not complied with 
its obligations under contracts for the 2urchese of goods and services. 

16. The provision contained in article 10, paragraph 3, risked establishing a 
significant and unwarranted limitation on the ability of private parties to 
obtain jurisdiction over a State which had created a separate State-controlled 
commercial entity and had under-capitalised the entity or subsequently taken 
action to render it ineolwnt, State practice recognieed that State 
commercial instrumentalities were separate juridical entities for the purpose 
of suit. Nevertheless United States courts permitted the claimant to cue the 
State itself in exceptional circumstances where the parent State had 
deliberately evaded commercial liability by artificially withholding or 
withdrawing capital from its commercial entity. In the view of his 
delegation, the draft articles would appear to deny claimants that protection. 

17 I His Government had noted that article 6 of the draft recognited that 
forum courts should determine on their own initiative that the immunity of the 
foreign State was respected and he supported the statement in the Commentary 
to the effect that the provision was “not intended to discourage the court 
appearance of the contesting State”. In the view of his delegation the 
article and the Commentary struck an appropriate b:;lance likely to contribute 
to avoiding untoward results. 

18. In regard to the non-application of immunity of the State, his delegation 
believed that the Commission had done excellent work although it shared some 
of the concerns expresed by other delegations, particularly regarding the 
treatment accorded to execution after judgement. Those issues needed to be 
looked at in more detail than was likely to be possible in a diplomatic 
conference. 

19. The draft articles dealt with a topic on which codification would be 
useful but it was also one on which law and practice were rapidly evolving, 
His delegation considered that the International Law Commission had not fully 
caught the trend of change in certain respects and had not given due weight to 
the important legislation and practice that had developed and wa6 developing. 
For example, the Commentary containc-cl a number of anachronisms which had not 
been updated to remove imappropriate references to “exceptions” where the 
phrrrnc! “acts outside the scope of the immunity” would Iw more nccurhte. 
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2v * Where the future work of the International Law Commission on the issue 
WAS come rned, he warned against the risks implicit in adopting fAra 
decisions on a draft which was not very widely agreed upon. The work 
parformed by the Commission on the issue of jurisdictional immunities was too 
valuable and the topic too important to risk precipitate action. Thus, among 
the various possibilities for action he favoured seeking written comments by 
Governments which would subsequently be considered in a workinq group a.8 had 
been suggested by the delegation of Mexico, It would be premature to convene 
a codification conference, and his delegation would not be prepared to support 
a proposal to that effect. 

21. Mr.ar..-~.L&K~S (Uruguay) said that the draft articles on the jurisdictional 
immunities of States and their property approved by the InternationAl Law 
Commission would represent a good starting point for the convei?ing of o 
conference to adopt a convention on the issue. However, her delegation would 
not. object. to the creation of a working group within the Sixth Committee to 
tit.udy thr, matter. 

22. Turning to the text of the draft, she considered that the formula used in 
f;ubpnrl\yrnph 1 (b) of article 2 to define the meaning of “State” was imprecise, 

21. 111 the relevant paragraph of the Commentary, it had been pointed out that 
the issue wa6 to “identify those entities or persons entitled to invoke the 
immurri t:y 0I: the State”. In the view of her delegation that could be linked 
with thcr drAft of the International Law Commission on Stat0 responsibility 
which identified bodies whose acts would be considered as Acts o.T the State 
and thus cepable of generating Stete responsibility. It was logical to 
bnli~ve that if those were act6 of the State, jurisdictional immunjty could be 
invokad in t-aspect of them. In any case, she believed that it would be 
Appropriate to harmonise the provisions of the two drafts. 

24. The delegation of Uruguay was of the view thet the wording of article 2, 
parAgrAph 2 was not. sufficiently clear, bearing .in mind t.hat the generA1 
(‘1. i tar i A for determining whether or not A transaction was commercial should be 
“IlIlt urt-v” ilt~d the criterion of “purpose” shonlld only Apply when the parties hod 
exprtg,t;t;ly agreed to such use. Even then, tha drALt provided that the decision 
BR t.0 whc!t.trel ()I riot. a tlensaction wAs cornmet-citrl would rest with Ltle courts 
or t.ho Lorum: her delegation inclined to the viow that t-he convention itself 
shorlld provide for A system which would make the peaceful eett.lement of the 
c1input.e obligAt.ory, wit.h peremptory time-limits. 

2 !i . At-t.ic :e !i of t.he draft st.ipulAt,ed t.ha basic principle of immunit.y by 
i\clol>1.inrl A compromise formula between the two opposing arguments, while 
nrtic:laG 10 t.o 17 ennumerAted cAAes in which immy1nit.y could not ho invoked. 
Given the dynamic cheracter of the topic and the trend towards the limitation 
of immull i Ly, p[uvisiofl should be m&e irr the irls~.twrienL iLsnlf fat i1.s 
possil)lr! pc~riorti~: rovit;ion. 
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26. In her view, that problem might arise in connection with article 11, 
paragraph 2 (c) in the context of certain systems of regional integration as 
it might eliminate legal protection for employees who were neither nationals 
nor habitual residents of the State of the forum at the time when the contract 
of employment was concluded. 

27. It should not be possible to invoke jurisdictional immunity in the case 
of trnnsfrontier damage1 however, article 12 unjustifiably excluded that 
situation, According to the arguments used in previous years in favour of the 
exclusion of such cases, transboundary damage usually gave rise to 
international disputes which should be settled by reference to international 
law. In the opinion of her delegation, a single eve3.L could give rise to 
other forms of liability. In a case of tranaboundary damage, the State cou?d 
be in breach of its obligations under internaLions law, thus giving rise to 
international liabilityt it could also violate the rights of natural or 
juridical persons, thus giving rise to civil liability. 

20. With respect to territorial connections, she not.ed that although no norm 

existed under positive international law, both practice and doctrine on that 
matter tended towards a broad interpretation, That meant that a State could 
not exercise jurisdiction over matters, persons or things with which it had no 
cont.act.1 however, some form of relationship was sufficient for a State to be 
able to exercise jurisdiction. In that case, jurisdiction would exist when an 
incident began in one State and produced effects iu another. 

29. Draft article 1G clid not. cover the case of aircraft. or space object-s; het 
delegation hoped that any future convention would also include those cases or 
t.hlt: the matter would be considered in the context of subseqsuent revision of 
that convention. 

30. Finally, it was the view of her delegation that the convention should 
envisage a system for the settlement of disputes which would address r,nflicts 
t.hrrt might arise in relation to the commercial or non-commercial nnturc: of A 
transaction and in relation to the interpretation or application of the 
instrument. 

31 . Mr.,. wGuE;IRA (Angola) said t;lrrt t.he t-opjc of jur isdictionhl immunl t ~F?R 

of .C;t..ntsB and their property was a complex and interesting one which had 
received relatively little theoretical development in international law. 
While there 6Xibt6d in that regard well-established State practice and general 
ytovisions in internation convent ion6, thRt. was not. enough t.o resolve the 
issur! in a comprehensive and pract.icnl manner. 

32 , The draft articles of the International Law Commission reflected a 
comptomise solution between the separate interests of States, which Lormod a 
hasis for dificussion leading tn t.hr, elatjoration and adopt ion of n futur-P 
convant.ion, There were controversial points such as the definition or 
debermination of non-state entities which enjoylyd immunities and the 
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desirability of invoking such immunities. In the opinion qf his delegation, 
paragraph 1 (c) of article 2 was linked to article 1 and what was difficult 
was to interpret and determine when private entities were entitled to exercise 
the sovereign authority of the State, That and other similar types of laeues 
depended on the interpretation given to them by the court of the forum. 

33. His delegfltion endorsed the convening of an international conference for 
the adoption of an international convention on the topic] it would not, 
howeve 1.) oppose the creation of a working group to consider the matter. 

34. Mr.,.RQDRIGU.EZ (Venezuela) said that while the Commission had completed 
some of the work it had begun and had made progress on other topics, it would 
hr\ve to begin consideration ol other subjects which were also fundamental to 
the progressive development and codification of international law, The 
establishment of principles of international economic law and the elaboration 
of rules in that area were priority issues. Also of particular importance was 
consideration of the legal aspects of the protection of the environment and 
t.hn IRRUC) of tha legal status of United Nations resolutions. 

35. His delegation had studied with great interest the drrrft articles on 
jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, which had been one of 
thrt most. LmportRnt topics considered by the Commission in recent years. As 
hnd been otatod, jurisdictional immunity was used not only in relation to the 
right. of soveriqn States to exemption from the exercise of power to adjudicate 
hut; nlso in relation to ot.her administrative and executive powers. 
Jurisdictional immunity was an exception to the rule of the territorial 
eovereigc:.y of the State of the forum; within the brofid meaning intended by 
tho draft article, Lhat jurisdictional immunity guaranteed respect for the 
sovelaiynty of the Skate in the territory of other States. 

36. Rroaclly speaking, his country endorsed the draft articles! it did, 
howsve r , rosorvo the right to make substantive comments on each provision at 
the conference of plenipotentiaries which would adopt a convention on the 
sub ject I He supported t.he convening of the conference8 the new international 
irls1.rumernt that. it adopted would strengthen the codification and progressive 
devalopmont of intnrnnt.ionnl law and would complement diplomatic law. 

37 , AlLhough t.hey undeniably enjoyed immunity, St.ates could not invoke that 
privtleqo as a moans of not complying with norms of international law or the 
internal lnw of the St.nte of t.he forum. Consaquent.ly, there had to be 
except.tonr; to t.he principle of immunity, based on the consent of the State and 
on int.et-lint. iom 1 law. 

3n. Wit h 1 t?Tspt?(*t t o t hr! issue of the settlement of disput.es arising from the 
npp I lvnt ion or intr!rprr!tnt.ion of t.he art.icles on jurisdictional immunities of 
St at us ilnd t hPi I’ prnpert.y, fl mechanism should he established baaed on the 
conncrrt. of t.ho pnt.t.ir?s to the dispute, rather than on unilateral recourse. 
Ust* of t tl,\t. mecllnrriwn t;huuld be pteceded by a phase of direct negotiations 
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between the parties which, at a later stage, might refer the matter to a third 
party, with each step being subject to the express agreement of the States 
parties to the dispute. 

39. Mr. VEm.U(IN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) aaid that at Its 
forty-third se66ion, the Commission had made great otrides in respect of three 
topics on it6 agenda. It had concluded its consideration of the topic, 
jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, with the approval of 
the final version of the corresponding draft articles, It had in addition 
given provisional approval to draft article6 on two other topics on ite 
agenda, namely, the draft code of crime6 against the paace and security of 
mankind and the law of the non-navigational uses of international watercour6es. 

40, The rise in international commercial transactions made it necessary to 
establish rule6 of international law relating to the juricdictional immunity 
of States and their property in that orea. Adoption of R convention on that 
matter would contribute to the expansion of world trade and to the development 
of rules to govern international economic relations in an established manner. 

41. He stressed that. State enterprises with segregated property could not 
invoke jUri6diCtiOnal immunity. Furthermore, the Stnta could not be held 
ra6pOn6ible for the fulfilment of those enterprises’ obligations, That 
concept was recognised under many domestic law systems and in various 
international instruments, such a6 the 1969 International Convention on Civil 
Liability for Oil Pollution Damage and the 1978 Protocol to the Convention on 
Damage caused by Foreign Aircraft to Third Parties on the Surface, 

42, Lt had been argued that the jurisdictional immunities of State 
ent.erprises nhould not. he el iminat.ed becau6e many of those onkerprlsfts did not 
have sufficient resources to meet their obligations. His delegation believed 
that such arguments were invalidated by the process of change to a market 
eco.Jomy . On 18 October 1991, a treaty of economic cooperation between the 
Soviet Republics had been signed in Moficow, nn event of great signfficance for 
the economic rocovsry of the count.ry. The pnrtia6 to t.hn treaty racogniand 
that that recovery hod ko he based on the principles of private ownership, 
free enterprise and free competition, which would create the necessary 
conditions for economic recovery, The treaty also limited State intexventiorr 
in the activities of enterprises. The instrument t-hat. had been rrpproved not 
only established a lagal basis for the new economic otructuro but aleo 
provided for various forms of ownership, In addition, on 6 March 1990, a 
private property act wes promulgated in the Soviet Union which, in conjunction 
with the 1987 Act. concerniny Strrt.e ant etp! ises, eat.obl 1 Ehr?d t.ho conc:ept. of 
segregated State property. By virtue of those lawr;, immunity from 
jurifidict.ion could not he invokeii In respect. of 6eqregRt.ed Stcrt.e property, 
which was under the control of State enterprises with an independent lwqol 
personality, in a proceeding befole a foreign court. pet taining to the 
obl igation6 of t.hat cnterprist?. Jur’i6di(!l:ional jmmuni ty could he invoked only 
in the cafie where there WRG intent t.o attach propsrty RR R result. of 
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non-fulfilment of obligations which rested not with those enterprises but 
rather with other State enterprises or with the State itself. In that case, 
the State could invoke jurisdictional immunity, independently of the legal 
personality to which the property belonged. 

43. The Commission had arrived at an acceptak,le rolutic)n in respect of the 
immunity of State ships engaged in commercial service. Nevertheless, it would 
not be justifiable to remove from service for long periods of time shj?e owned 
or operated by a State (draft article 16). In order to resolg*r that issue, 
consideration should be given to the possibA.lity of adopting measures in that 
regard and including them in a legal instrument. 

44. The draft articles on jurisdictional immunities of States and their 
property contained very precise definitions, which would help create a more 
just international order under which the commercial activities of States would 
be subject to the rule of law. IQ that connectionr special consideration 
chould be given co the recommendation of the Commieeion that an international 
conference of plenipotentiaries should be convened to consider the draft 
articles and to agree on a convention on the Rubject, 

45. M~L.-~I,&4J$J (Madagascar) welcomed the adoption by the Commission 
of the final version of the draft articles on jurisdictional immunities of 
States and their property. The draft prepared by the Commission had remained 
Coithful to the initial focus and spirit and represented a compromise between 
the theories of absolute aid restrictive immunity. The Commission !.aQ not 
opted for any of the opposing doctrinal theories, an shown, for example, by 
the title of part III, which put an ead to a long-standing controversy 
ourlounding the question, 

46. In draft article 1, the reference to “jurisdiction” had been deleted, 
which vqdoubtedly improved the text, Nevertheless, the expression “immunity 
from jurisdiction” could lend itself to a narrow interpretation which excluded 
!.nmuni ty from execution. That would diminish the intended scope of the draft 
articles, part IV of which dealt with State immunity from measures of 
constraint. 

47. It was helpful that new article 2 combined original articles 2 and 3 
provrcionally adopted on first readiny. The commentary on 
paragraph 1 (b) (ii), referring to the constituent units of a federal State, 
irlclicated that there was no unifcrm State practice on the question. Hence, it 
might be appropriate to stipulate that such constituent units would be taken 
int..o account. only when they performed acts in the exercise of the authority 
grantor1 to the federal State under the Constitution. 

4 H . SuhFnrii~raph ( ii i ) , concerning Foliticnl subdivisions, raised tba 
question of soveroiqn authority. The use of the plural expression 
“yrbrugotives de la.puiwance publigue” in the French text indicated that 
thel-e were various kinds of authority. l&cause of its importance, stress WAB 
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laid on the eovereign authority of the State, mince the authority of a mere 
government agency was limited to the fuuztions which it wes called upon to 
fulfil, Therefore, it should be spscified that the authority in quration was 
associated with the State and its attributes, among which W&B oovereignty. 

49. Article 2, paragraph 2, rofarred to the criteria for dotermining whothor 
a transaction had a co~llmefcial character. In his view, rsferarros should be 
made primarily to the nature of the contract, and its purpose should be 
considered only if, in the practice of the State which was a party to the 
transaction, such purpose wax relevant to determining thfl non-commercial 
character of the transaction. In response to those who argued that such a 
system was liable to subjective interpretation, it should be stated that a 
practice was defined, in princ!.ple, by specific elem@ntst thue, the 
procurement of rice to feed a starving population could not be interpreted 
subjectively, since it was sufficient to prove thLl the rice WCLS not intended 
for commercial speculation and that the population .*oc3 experiencing a eevere 
food shortage. 

50. The major innovation in article 5 was the deletion of the words “and to 
the relevant rules of general intsrnat.ional law”. That e.,xpression could have 
given rise to broad interpretations and to an increased number of exceptions 
to State immunitic , The ext of the article adopted on first reading had 
been retained so tAat it would be acceptable to those advocating the various 
legal theories on immunity. Article 5 conttrined only the main pr:nciple of 
immunity, without prejudice to the provisions of the articles specifying the 
types of proceedings in which State immunity could not be invoked. That same 
nelrtral formulation had been used in the title of part III, taking into 
account the objections raised to the use of the terms “limitations” and 
“exceptions”, 

51, Article 6 embodied the obligation of a Statw to give effect to immunity, 
The Commission hod amended the original text and had simplified it t:, a large 
extent by stipulating that the State should ensure thet its courts dstermined 
on their own initiative that the immunity of another State was reepected. 
Nevertheless, it would be appropriate for that obligation of a State to be 

formally established by me.ws of domestic legislation defining those cases In 
which the courts must recog.Iize, ora their own lnitiaL{ve, the hununity of a 
foreign State. 

52. In article 7, which dealt with an important exception to immunity, 
namely, consent to the exercise of jurisdiction, the term “case” had been used 
for those instances in which specific cases rather than “matters” were 
involved. Paragraph 2 referred to the agreement granted by a State for the 
application of the law of another State, which wbs different from consent to 
the exorcise of jurisdiction. Accordingly, the usefulness of that paragraph 
was questionable. 

53. Madagascar noted with satisfaction the drafting changes made in arti.cle 8 
concerning the effect of participation in a proceeding before a court. 
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Nevertheless, hie delegation viewed as superfluous paragraph 3, which provided 
that thv appearance of a repreoontative of a State before a court of another 
State as a witnsrre should not be i!fiterpretrd au connrnt by the former State. 

54. The text of article 9 concerning counter-claims had baen significantly 
improved1 it took into coneidaration the State ;shich instituted the primary 
procreding, the Etate which intervened YII a third party and the Stat. which 
made a cdurrtar-claim in a proceeding inetitutsd against it. That formulation 
considerably facilitated the reading of the text and completed what the 
Commission described au the trilogy of provisions on the scope of consent. 

55. Part III of the draft wasi of special importance as it referred to 
proceedlnqs in which State hmunity could not be invoked, The general waxding 
of the title offered a solution to the controversy between those favouring 
111 imitations” and those favouring “exceptions” to the principle of immunity. 

56. The use of the concept of “commercial transactions” in article 10 had 
made it consistent with article 2, paragraph 1 (c), Furthermore, the 
Commission had found a satisfactory eolution to the problem of State 
anterpriaesl it had not dealt with them in a separate article, but had 
described them in article 10, paragraph 3, in terms of the commercial 
transactions which they carried out, In addition, the special nature of State 
enterprise8 wae broadened to include other entities established by a State 
which had independent legal personality. Hence the Commission had taken into 
account the mixed aconomic systems of many developing countries, 

57. The report included survey6 of international and national judicial 
practice which could serve to justify the predominant role which tha exception 
of trading activitiam played in the theory of restrictive immunity. 
hevertheless, the question arose as to whether the survey of practice which 
was included in the commentary on article 10 was not overly long in comparison 
with the commentary on the other proceedings dealt with in part III, 
Furthermore, the Commissior. appeared to have attached excessive importance to 
the practice of the industrialieed countries and, in particular, of the 
Guropsan countr ias. In any case, the recent trend6 towards economic 
liberalization had aroused special interest in article 10. 

58. The Commission had rntde drafttnq changes in articlax 11 and 12 which had 
Improved the text. Madagascar welcomed the simplification of the C3xt of 
artl.cle 13, concerning ownership, poosession and use of property, and of 
article 15, concerning participation in companies or other collective bodies, 
The amendments to article 16, concerning ships owned or operated by a State, 
were nlao commcndahlo, 

59 . In his view, the Commission had been able to overcome the dichotomy 
betwee “commercial and non-governmental” and “governmental and 
~w~~-.~ommctrcl inl” UHB . The text adopted by the Commission used the 8Rme formula 
;1!. the lOH2 JJnit.ed Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. Article 16, 
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paragraph 1 referred, at the end, to a ship %eed for other than government 
non-commsrcial purposes”, rather than using the pravioue formula of 
“commercial and non-governmental” service. In paragraph 3, the reference to a 
alaim in reopect of the conoaquenoec of pollutiou of the marine environment 
brought the text into line with other instrument6 dralinq with the same id~ue, 
particularly the United Nation6 Convention on the Law of ehs Sea, 

60, The amendments to article 17 concerning the effect of an srbitratiou 
aqreemont reflected the general principles embodied in ad hoc and 
inetitutional arbitration agreementa. 

61. The delegation of Madagascar supported the simplification of the text of 
part IV, concerning State immunity from measures of constraint. The title of 
part IV made it clear that what wax involved were measuree adopted in 
connection with a proceeding before a court, That clarification appeared to 
be needed in rerrponee to the objection that immunity from 0x0~ Lion was in no 
way associated with immunity from jurisdiction. 

62. The Commieeion had merged into a single article, article 18, the content 
of article 21, which had dealt with State Immunity from Measures of 
Constraint, and article 22 concerning consent to such measures. The latter 
article had become subparagraph (a), and the text of subparagraphs (b) and (c) 
was u siqplificetion of subparagraphs (b) and (c) at the former article 21, 
In pclragraph 2 of the article, the Commission correctly recalled the principle 
that consent to the exercise of jurisdiction did not imply consent to the 
taking of measure6 of constraint. 

63, The text of the two paragraph6 of article 19 had also been considerably 
improvsd, In the chapeau of the article, the phrase “for other than 
government non-commercial purposes” had been used in order to avoid using the 
controvereial phrase “for commercial [non-governmental) purposes”. 

64. Article 20 had also benefited from efforts to simplify and improve. The 
means of service were given in hierarchical form, the first place on the list 
providing for procedure under an international convention, The result was 
highly satisfactory. The same applied to article 21, which set out the 
conditions for default judgements. 

65. Article 22 was the product of a merger between former article 26, which 
referred to the immunity of a State from measures of coercion, and former 
article 27 concerning procedural immunities in a court of another State. 

66. He then referred to the draft articles on the law of the non-navigational 
uses of international watercourses and expressed appreciation for the norms 
and principles on which the draft articles were based, such as the concept of 
natural resources, the principle of equitable and reasonable utilizaticn and 
the obligation not to cause appreciable harm to watercourse States. The draft 
submitted by the Commission was a model international legal instrument, 
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balanced in terms of substance and clear and easily accessible in tsrmn of 
Corm. 

67, In reference to article 2, it was logical successively to define tho 
terms “international watercourse”, “watercourse” and “watercour 80 State”. The 
term ~‘international watercourse@V was essentially defined in subparagraph (a). 
The criteria contained in subparagraph (b) to define a watercourse were 
appropriate, since they referred to a system of surface and underground waters 
constituting R unitary whole and flowing into a common terminus. The 
definition excluded “confined” groundwater, The suggested provisions appeared 
to be euEficiently flexible for watercourse State8 to adapt them to the 
characteristics of the watercourse crossing their territory. 

60, There was nothing in the provisions approved by the Commission which 
particularly infringed upon the sovereignty of watercourse States. The 
provisions concerning management (article 26), regulation (artJcle 2’1) and 
installations (article 28) took into account the practice of the States, 
recommendations made by relevant international conferences and existing 
regulatory conventions. 

69. The provisions applicable in time of armed conflict (article 29) 
reflected the principles and norms of international law that were applicable 
in such circumstances, particularly the general principle on which the ’ 
"Martens clause” was based. 

70. The principle of non-discrimination embodied in article 32 was based on a 
general principle containecl in IJilateral conventions on the protection of the 
environment. Article 32 seemed perfectly adequate to his delegation, which 
did not. consider it necessary to include a right to compensation or other 
relJaP i;: domestic law, 

7 1 * The topic of State responsibility was a particularly complex and 
difficult issue. His delegation noted with interest the oral presantation 
mnds by the Special Rapporteur of his third report and wished to reserve the 
possibility of making further observations cn the issue at the next session of 
the Comnrittoe. 

72. MA~.~SUX (Relgiwn), referring t.o the draft art.icles on jurisdict.ional 
immunitinr, of States and their property, emphasined that international law on 
the immunity of States WAR an example of an institution @f international law 
thnt hnd evolved solely on the bas.ic of judicial and legislative practice - in 
otl1e1 words, the domestic practice of States. 

73, llis delegation endorsed the Approach taken by the Commission in stressing 
the rest.rictive theory of jurisdictional immunities of States. In fact, oince 
the end of the nineteenth century, the jurisprudence of the Court of Cassation 
of n~lc~i~lr~rl hi+cl init.iat.ecl t.he t!volut.ionary trend contained fn the Commission’s 
clrn1’t. 
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74, Nevertheleee, his delegation could not support the contents of the draft 
articles in their entirety, In connection with the concept of “commercial 
trammction”, the definition contnlnsd in article 2, paragraph 2, of the draft 
represented a compromise between the criterion of the “natcrre” of the act and 
the criterion of the “purpose” of the act. His delegation had doubts 
concerning the advantage of preserving the criterion of “purpose” and would 
have preferred to have retained the criterion of “nature” aa the determining 
factor. As the United States delegation had emphasized, once the criterion of 
“purpose” started to be accepted, there was a risk of lapsing into judicial 
practice detrimental to the principle on which the draft convention was based, 

15. As for article 11, concerning contracts of employment, the Commission had 
taken as a starting point the principle that a State could not invoke immunity 
from jurisdiction before a court of another State in a proceeding which 
related to a contract of employment. However , paragraph 2 of the article 
listed the exceptions to that principle and they were formulated with 
considerable breadth, particularly subparagraphs (a) and (b). In connection 
with subparagraph !b), his delegation recognized that the employer State 
should enjoy a certain autonomy when recruiting members of staff; howovar, 
that could lead to probleme related to the renewal of the employment contract, 
particularly in view of the current practice of offering employees or workers 
repeated short-term contracts since their constant renewal led to serious 
abuses violating labour legislation, particularly that of Belgium. Hi6 
delegation therefore maintained its roeervetione concerning nubparographa (a) 
and (b) of article 11, paragraph 2, 

76. In connection with Stato immunity for measures OI const.rRinL, hia 
delegation welcomed the fact that the Commission had chosen the aoccnd 
variation suggested in its report; in come caset3r there was limibd scope for 
taking measures of constraint against the property of a State. 

77. In paragraph 25 of the Commission’s report (A/46/10), it wtla nct-,ed that. 
the Commission had decided to recommend to the GPnoral Assambly that it 
convene an international conference of plenipotentiaries to oxamina the drnft 
articles on the jurisdictional immunities of Stat-es and their property and Lo 
concluile a c lvention on t;he subject. His delegation wishad t.o express it.6 
agreement in principle, since that was a normal procedurnt howovcr, it wishod 
to point out that over the past 15 years numerous codificetion conventions 
drafted at international conferences had not been ratified, which could affect 
the nature of the norms proclaimed. Caution wau needed to eri6u1)3 that 
evolving practice was not immobilized by the elflboration of a convsnLion. ‘h3 

delegations of Mexico, Poland and the IJn1 ted Skate6 had proposc~d n I’rovif;ional 
eolution which consisted in appointing a working group of the Sixth Committee 
to consider the most appropriate course of action concerning the c\rRft 
articles, a proposal which his delegation supported in Lhe int.erc!r;t.s uf 
maintaining the text approved by the Commission. 
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78. As for the draft articlsr on the law of the non-navigational UBO~ of 
international watercour688, many international treaties had been concluded on 
the eubjsct but there WOW very few principles contained in them which wore 
suitable fo? codification. Every watercoursa, and indeed every eaction of YI 
watercourse, depended on apecific geographic, demographic and human factors. 
The Commisefon hod formulated not principles epecific to watereourerr but 
principles of the international law of good-n.eighbourlinsae in its widest 
8en80. The draft provided for a series of procedures which could be applied 
to all tranefrontier problems. Apart from the specific rsituation concorning 
the utilisation of watercouraee, It could be applied to all situations in 
which a State undertook activities in ite territory which affected the 
intersets of a neighbouring State. 

79. The draft articles should go back to the Commieeion, and - given the 
importance of issues relating to the environment and good-neighbourliness - 
the principle suggested by the Commieeion could serve aa a model for rettling 
all issuf4a relating to inttirnational environmental law. 

80. With regard to the draft articlee on the draft Code of Crimes against the 
Peace and Security of Mankind, he caid that the Code could be applied 
eEfectivaly only if an international judicial body could impose penalties for 
the violation of the ru?ea laid down in it. That wa6 the position a;\opted by 
the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 
Article VI of which provided that peruono charged with genocide ohould be 
tried by a compotent international penal tribunal. The principle of a 
universal fayetem of puniehment of offences, embodied in various international 
conventions, waa not an ides1 solution in the case of international crimes for 
two reasons I firstly, owing to the opposition which the principle had always 
provoked since it meant that national courts could pass judgement on the 
conP*lct of foreign Governmentel and, secondly, because it wa8 logical that an 
offence againet the international order shuuld be tried by a court reeponeible 
for upholding that order, The Commieeion should consider whether !t was 
neceesary to draw up a statute for an international criminal jurisdiction. 

01, With regard to ite future work, the Commission should continue 
consideration of the priority issues remaining on its agenda. If new ireuee 
were to be dealt with in the future, it was for the General Assembly to decide 
and to instruct the Commission to draw up the relevant draEts. 

02. On the question of the list [set out in paragraph 330 of the report 
(A/46/10)) from which the Commission intended to select topics for inclusion 
in its long-term programme of work, he agreed with the representative of 
Poland that some of the topics listed did not by any means fall within the 
purview of the International Law Commission, but were matters for the 
Commiaeion on Human Rlghta, a8 in the caoe of the iseue of national 
minorities, or for the United Nations Commission on international Trade Law. 
Of the topics listed, he had a preference for, firstly, t.ho topic listed in 
item (e), the legal effects of resolutions of the United Nations .- though he 
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proposed that the title of the topic should be “Effects of the acta of 
international organisatione” - secondly, for the topic listed in item (1), the 
legal aspects of disarmament, which should be entitled “Monitoring of the 
application of international law”, a process which should include 
verification, now a very important institution under international law, 
although the legal provisions governing it were not widely known, and, lastly, 
for item (b), extraterritorial application of national legislation, but not as 
a priority issue. 

83. ML-FEERA~I (ItaWt refsrring to the draft articles on 
jurisdictional imrnunitiss of States and their property, said that his country 
had supported the work on that topic from the very outset in accordance with 
ths theory of restrictive immunity. That theory, whose origin was directly 
linked with the juridical practice of the Italian courts since the beginning 
of the century, had progressively gained ground, to the point where it was now 
considered the best response to the needs of the current era. 

84. The final conclusions adopted by the Commission on the 6ubject were not 
fully satisfactory, and the contradiction between the theory of absolute 
immunity and the theory of restrictive immunity had not yet been overcomer 
However, in practical terms, the draft adopted by the Commis6ion reflected the 
legislative and jurisdictional practice established in recent years, where 
there was a trend towards restricting immunities. 

85. The new title of part III of the draft, “Proceeding6 in which State 
immunity cannot De invoked”, was a clear indication of the limits within which 
immunity was provided by the articles contained in that part. He thereforo 
welcomed the fact that those provision6 had not been labelled “exceptions” to 
immunity, and would thus not have to be interpreted restrictively. 

86. It was desirable that a set of written and universally accepted 
international rules on the matter should be drawn up in order to help minimise 
the current tendency to exert pressure on the Ministry of Foreign Affair6 of a 
given State whenever a foreign State was summoned before its courts, with the 
result that the principle of the division of powers, on which most 
contemporary legal system6 were based, was disregarded. 

67. While supporting the theory of restrictive immunity, his Gova*rnment 
believed it was important that, where a State enjoyed immunity, that immunity 
should be acknowledged in the first place by the courts them6elves. The 
modalities for giving effect to State izununity should not be interpreted a6 an 
encouragement for summoned States not to appear before the courts. On the 
contrary, it was advisable to support a rule providing that a summoned State 
should appesr before the courts in order to claim its immunity or, if 
circumstances 60 required, to develoP its defence on the merits. 
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88. With reqard to immunity from precautionary meanurea and measures of 
conatreint, a distinction had to be drawn between the rules concerning the 
latter and those relating to immunity from coqniaance by the courts. 
Nevertheless, in the exercise of both forms of jurisdiction, especially in the 
c48e of executory measures, the problem arose of protecting the rights and 
interests of individuals yis-a-!& an international legal person enjoying 
immunity . That was a fundamental principle enshrined in many constitutions 
and now generally recagnieed in international law. Essentially, it was a 
question of harmonieing two rules of international law. 

89. Hio delegation felt that preliminary remarks on the draft should be 
p~ssentsd in writing and in detail, and he therefore hoped that the Qeneral 
AGRernbly would take due time for reflection to enable States to evaluate ths 
cl r A f t , before deciding whether to convene an international conferenrle on the 
eubject. 

90. With regard to the Commission’e proqcamme of work for the forthcoming 
(luinquonnium, it was vital that the Commission should not disperse its efPorts 
but should instead concentrate on specific issues. 

91. The time had come to complete the codification of the rules on State 
responeibility. The same applied to the topic of liability for injurious 
consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by international law. 

92. The Commitision had anouqh to do with the itemrJ already on its agenda, and 
it watt unrealistic to add others, especially as the Commission ought to be in 
n position to respond promptly to requests for advice from other institutions 
which might be engaged in codification tasks. 

93. With regard to the list of topics proposed in the Commission’s report, he 
felt that, some items should be discarded as it would be difficult to codify 
t-hem under t.he current circumstances. Other iseues, such as the rights of 
national minorities, could be better dealt with on a regional basis, at least 
Cot- the Lime being. With regard to the law concerning int.ernational 
miqrationu, further reflection was needed in view of the chanqes taking place 
iI! t.tlHt. area. 

04. To date t.he most. appropriate isRue for consideration by the Commission 
was the law of confined international ground waLers, which complemented the 
draft. articles on the law of the non-navigational uses of f.\ternational 
tiat.ercourRes. Considering that topic would be an appropriate way of 
responding to the growing interest in matt.ers relating to the environment. 

95, With reqard to the two remaininq topics on the list, “extradition and 
judici01 nt1~if3tance” and “int.crfrationi-11 commiCision8 of inquiry”, the 
Commisninn should draw ~rp a more pr’(*cise plan of action. Where t.ho lat t.er 
it em was f~onrernrcl, he cc~rnrn~nrtfvl t !le !;pt-(*i~I Commit t.ee ori 1-hp (‘hnrter for its 
excellat~t work on tact tinrlitlq, al; i\ tocul?. of which t:horo was perhaps no 
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urgency !.or R globnl tipproilch t-o :.he mnt.t.er hy t.ho (lomm.ifsfii(Jn. Iloweve r , the 
same might not apply to thn dormer Item, provided that. t hn goal was simply to 
compile, H 1 tst. of guidaliIwS to hf41lJ St at-es iI t.tlei 1‘ t)i Ii+t.f+I Rl Hnd 
multilateral negotiations. 


